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Abstract. Sharing of open government data is amongst other reasons hindered 
by incompatibility of data models in different data collections. Only a few areas 
in the environmental domain have progressed towards commonly used data 
models. The purpose of this paper is to share with the community a data model 
which is used in a spatial information platform being built for the purpose of 
sharing open government data in the domain of water sciences. The objective 
when building the information model was not to be restricted to one and only 
one (meta)data standard. The information model therefore uses several stan-
dards and extension mechanisms: the ISO19000 series, the Comprehensive 
Knowledge Archive Network (CKAN), dynamic tag extension and dynamic 
content extension. The CKAN domain model can also be mapped to semantic-
web-compatible standards like Dublin Core and the Data Catalogue Vocabulary 
of the World Wide Web Consortium. 
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1 Introduction and Related Work 

The re-use of publicly funded governmental data has received a lot of attention re-
cently. In the environmental domain, it is clear that improved public services need 
exchange of data across governments at all levels. Governments keep producing in-
formation products at all levels, and some of them are more or less readily available. 
Reporting obligations in the EC, for instance demanded by the Water Framework 
Directive (WFD)1, are direct inputs to European datasets. 

Water-related information is progressively made available on-line by a large variety of 
actors, including water data from operational monitoring and reporting of authorities. In 
Europe, the EEA plays an important role by providing water information through WISE 
and the water data centre2. Data does not only include monitored or reported data but also 
fundamental information like basin networks [1]. Over the past years, the Australian  
government has made large efforts in building water information platforms, information 
systems and tools [2]. Similarly, in the United States, CUASHI [3] acts as an alliance to 

                                                           
1  http://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/ 

water-framework/index_en.html 
2  http://www.eea.europa.eu/themes/water/dc 
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improve water information and associated ICT. At international level the GEOSS data 
core also lists many water-related information resources [4]. 

However, on-line means different concepts to different people, from just presenting 
data to full service integration, with or without registration and authentication [5], and 
re-use of data is not happening at large scale, and platforms, particularly those devel-
oped in R&D projects often do not survive long after the project. Recent discussions 
in the community [6] have identified a fundamental gap between concepts, research 
and implementation. This gap is given by a) a distance between the modelling com-
munity / modelling environments and infrastructure developers / providers, b) a lack 
of tools supporting the uptake of infrastructures being built and a lack of understand-
ing, how “re-purposing” (re-use under different context) of data can be supported. 

As part of the SWITCH-ON project, a Spatial Information Platform (SIP) is being 
developed, which supports the reuse of information products for the water science 
domain. This platform is used by water scientists and aims at integrating water related 
data from various sources including open government data. The re-use (re-purposing) 
of data is a central element of the platform. The concept of this SIP has been pub-
lished recently [5] and a first version is on-line3. 

The core platform is implemented with a stack of freely available open source 
software compiled in the CIDS product suite of CISMET GmbH. This software suite 
consists of a set of software components, application programming interfaces (APIs), 
management and development tools, services and applications, with a special focus on 
interactive solutions which need to integrate geo-spatial systems with databases, sen-
sor networks, document-oriented systems, unstructured information sources and nu-
merical models. CIDS is particularly suited for solutions which have to be built across 
existing heterogeneous information systems, which may be under control of different 
organizations. CIDS has been used in numerous projects since 1999. For recent 
projects see [7,8]. 

2 Platform Architecture 

The architecture of the SIP is separated horizontally into three disparate layers: a GUI 
Layer (graphical user interface), a Service Layer and a Data Layer (figure 1). Each 
layer contains several components or sets of components. Interaction between com-
ponents happens between components of adjacent layers. Apart from a few excep-
tions, GUI components, for example, do not communicate directly with the data repo-
sitories. These three layers are accompanied by a vertical Tools Layer. 

The Data Layer is concerned with the storage and management of data and meta-
data (e.g. catalogue data). The most important component of the Data Layer is  
the Meta-Data Repository, a software component which is responsible for the storage 
and management of the meta-data compliant with the information model described in 
this article. 

 

                                                           
3  http://www.water-switch-on.eu/sip.html 
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Fig. 1. SIP architecture 

The Service Layer contains components that offer public service interfaces (APIs) 
which can be used by public and expert client components of the SIP. Those services 
also implement most of the (server-side) business logic of the SIP. They are supported 
by tools which provide additional functionality (e.g. data conversion) and which can 
be directly embedded in the respective service implementation. 

The GUI layer of the SIP architecture contains user interface and user interaction com-
ponents for expert and external users. External users include the general public which is 
able to use the public GUIs of the SIP without prior registration. Expert users have more 
access rights than external users, e.g. for the manipulation of data and meta-data. 

The Tools Layer contains several supporting components that provide common or 
specialized functionality which are used by many different components of any other 
layer. Some tools are implemented as services and can be called from within other 
services and GUIs, while other tools represent algorithms or processes that can be 
embedded in services or (expert) GUIs. Some tools provide their own user interfaces. 

3 Considerations about Standards and Information Models 

The main purpose of the SIP information model is to support an extension of the com-
mon publish-find-bind pattern towards re-purposing of data (re-using data in a different 
context, see [6]). This extended pattern is publish, find, bind, transform (figure 2). As 
users re-use data, they not only include data in their analytics, they often also transform 
data into a new context or frame of reference. 
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Fig. 2. Extended pattern for re-purposing of data 

Although widely adopted information models for the description of data and ser-
vices exist (e.g. ISO19115 [9] and ISO 19119 [10]) the decision was taken that the 
information model for the water information platform should not be based on one of 
these standards alone.  

This is especially true for the requirement to consume and possibly to feed-back 
open data from existing catalogues. This leads to the imperative to support different 
(meta)data formats and standards which demand a flexible information modelling 
approach. Accordingly, the commitment to one (meta)data standard or profile may 
hinder external providers of open data that are compliant with the Standard Informa-
tion Model to publish their open data to the SIP. Furthermore, support for the docu-
mentation of scientific analyses, the description of software (tools), aspects related to 
re-repurposing open data, inherent features for cataloguing, and other topics that have 
to be considered at the level of the information model, are only partially covered by 
existing (meta)data standards. 

For instance, the commitment to one and only one (meta)data standard or profile 
could hinder external providers of open data to publish their open data or results of 
their studies to the SIP. 

The design aim for the SIP was to support different (meta)data formats and stan-
dards in order to provide a flexible framework. This demands a flexible information 
modelling approach. Thus, instead of defining one fixed information model that is 
based on a selection of particular meta(data) standards or profiles, the information 
model for the SIP can be tailored to actual needs. 

An interesting approach which goes in the same direction has been adopted by the 
federal German Open Data portal (GovData.de) [11]. GovData’s information model is 
based on a meta-data structure (domain model) developed by the Open Knowledge 
Foundation for the Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network (CKAN) [12]. 

Open Data

find

bindtransform

publish
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CKAN is a de-facto standard for catalogues of Open Government Data (OGD). The 
CKAN domain model distinguishes between resources (e.g. data, services and tools) 
and their actual (“physical”) representation (e.g. database, file, service endpoint, etc.). 
It defines a fixed set of mandatory or optional attributes to describe resources and 
their representations (title, description, license, contact, etc.) and allows the extension 
of the model by introducing arbitrary “extra attributes”. GovData has made extensive 
use of this extension mechanism and created its own CKAN-based OGD meta-data 
schema [13]. 

Furthermore, the CKAN domain model can be mapped to semantic-web-
compatible standards like Dublin Core [14] and the Data Catalogue Vocabulary 
(DCAT) of the W3C [15]. While at first glance CKAN seems like the ideal the candi-
date for the information model for the water information platform, one must consider 
that catalogue functionality, essentially providing access to a collection of datasets, is 
just one small part of the SIP. Furthermore, the SIP also has to interface with other 
types of catalogues like OGC Web Catalogue Service (CS-W) [16] to ensure that 
resources managed by the SIP can also be exposed in CS-W, among others. Neverthe-
less, the concepts of the CKAN domain model as well as support for meta(data) stan-
dards like Dublin Core, ISO 19115, etc., were considered in the design of the infor-
mation model for the water information platform. 

4 Platform Information Model 

The design of the SIP information model follows a graduated approach with three 
different levels of increasing extensibility and flexibility: a relational model, dynamic 
tag extensions and dynamic content extensions. 

The first layer is a relational information model (figure 3) which simultaneously 
defines the outline of the two subordinate layers. It is implemented as object relational 
database model of the CIDS platform and supports the core business processes of the 
SIP. Besides basic classes for resources, their relationships and representations, the 
model uses several categories from the ISO 19115 meta-data standard to define a set 
attributes needed to describe those classes. The relational model is also the basis for 
both the internal and external catalogues of the SIP. The most important classes of the 
relational model are 

• Resource 
Resources are the central entity of the information model and the catalogue. They 
logically describe a dataset, a service, a tool, etc. Resources have a set of core 
attributes that have been derived from the basic ISO 19915 metadata categories. 
Furthermore, arbitrary additional metadata can be associated with a resource. 

• Representation 
Among other roles, the representation defines how to actually access a particular 
instance of a logical resource. A resource may have different representations. For 
example, a dataset may be available in different spatial or temporal resolutions or 
different formats. 
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• Relationship 
This class is used to specify relationships (e.g. “derived from”) between resources, 
e.g. to track and document data transformations and processing (lineage) of re-
sources. The type of the relationship can be identified by a respective tag and arbi-
trary additional meta-data can be associated with a relationship. 

 

Fig. 3. Overview of relational model 

• Metadata 
The metadata class represents additional meta-data about a resource or a relationship 
in a structured or semi-structured format, for example meta-data on data quality. 

• Tag and Taggroup  
Tag and Taggroup represent the dynamic tag extension layer of the Standard In-
formation Model. Taggroups define a general classification for tags and thus can 
be used to create lists of predefined tags (e.g. code lists). 

Dynamic tag extensions provide the possibility to extend the information model for 
the water information platform without causing changes to the relational model itself. 
Accordingly, new information-needs of SIP client applications (external catalogues, 
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tools, etc.) can quickly be fulfilled without the need to change the internal database 
structure of the Meta-Data Repository. Besides the possibility for extending the rela-
tional model by introducing new tag groups, tags and tag groups are mainly used to 
define fixed value lists like standardized topic categories, INSPIRE compliant key-
words lists and so on. 

Dynamic content extension is a simple mechanism for further extending the infor-
mation model by either dynamically injecting arbitrary content encoded in plain text 
into the model or by providing references (URIs) to externally stored content. 

 

Fig. 4. Dynamic Content Extension 

In the relational model, dynamic content extensions are represented by triples of 
attributes “contentType”, “contentLocation” and “content”. The “content” attribute 
contains the actual content encoded in plain text, for example a JSON or XML docu-
ment. Although this type of content is not directly part of the relational data base 
model, it can be used to store structured or semi structured information that can be 
processed by content-aware tools or clients. The attribute “contentLocation“ defines 
the location of the content when the content is not dynamically injected but is refe-
renced. The type of this attribute is a URI (RFC 3986).  

The “contentType” attribute refers to standardised Internet Assigned Numbers Au-
thority (IANA) media types (image/png, text/plain,...) as well as to custom industry 
standard media types (application/x-netcdf, application/gml+xml,...).  

While the content type is in general sufficient to identify the data stored in the con-
tent field of the representation, a URL that is stored in the contentLocation field may 
however not directly point to actual data. Instead, the link may lead to an online form 
for accessing the data (in different formats) or a service endpoint. Therefore addition-
al information about the handling, access and processing of content must be provided. 

For this purpose, dynamic tag extensions can be used to introduce new tag groups 
like “function” and “protocol”. “Function” defines for example the function that can 
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be performed when following the “contentLocation” link to the resource representa-
tion. Examples of such functions may include “download” which enables the user to 
directly download the resource representation or “order” where the link value is an 
URL of a web application that requires user interaction to order/request access to the 
resource representation. 

Classes of the relational model with support for dynamic content extension, and 
thus containing the three aforementioned attributes, are “Representation” and “Meta-
data”. In the case “Representation”, content is generally provided by reference. Thus 
the “contentLocation” attribute contains a URI that points to actual resource data. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Mapping to Dublin Core / CSW 
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5 Mapping to Related Standards 

The SIP also has to interface with other types of catalogues like OGC Web Catalogue 
Service (CSW) or Open Knowledge Foundation for the Comprehensive Knowledge 
Archive Network (CKAN) catalogues. For this purpose, Published Catalogue Access 
APIs have been introduced which provide public and standards based access to meta-
data stored in the SIP meta data repositories. 

Because OGC CSW is one of the most commonly used data catalogues, the open 
source CSW implementation pyCSW (which is the reference implementation of 
CSW) has been selected as one realization of a Published Catalogue Access API. 
Since pyCSW retrieves its complete data from a relational database model, a mapping 
of the relational model of the SIP to the Dublin Core encoding of CSW Core Metada-
ta schema could also been defined.  

This mapping is shown in figure 4. The tables represent an excerpt of the Dublin 
Core meta-data profile as adopted by the CSW standard. The boxes represent the 
respective tables of the data model. The connections represent the mapping. 

6 Future Work 

Since provenance of re-used data and modelling experiments is important, it should 
be considered also in the relational model of the SIP. Up to now provenance informa-
tion has not yet been considered systematically in the project. The “Relationship” 
class can be used to describe the relationship (lineage) between resources and Dynam-
ic content Extensions can be used to represent the actual lineage meta-data. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Potential provenance extension 
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This simple relationship (fromResource / toResource) can for example be used to 
describe the I/O of an experiment (model run), a script for repurposing, etc. The type 
of the relationship can be identified by a respective tag. Interestingly, arbitrary addi-
tional meta-data can be associated with a relationship. This is where the actual lineage 
meta-data, e.g. a link to the protocols of an experiment, or a description could be 
stored. These considerations are part of future work. 
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